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In this paper, we present IAC, an interference aware admission control algorithm for use in wireless mesh networks. The core
concept of IAC is to use a low overhead dual threshold based approach to share the bandwidth information with its neighbors
in the interfering range. As a result, IAC guarantees that the shared wireless bandwidth is not overutilized and the quality of
all existing flows are preserved. Moreover, IAC takes into account the intraflow interference effect to estimate the bandwidth
consumption of the flow in a multihop path. We have further proposed two approaches of bandwidth allocation, FCFS and MCU,
and demonstrated that proper tuning of thresholds can lead to high performance of both schemes. Simulation results illustrate
that IAC effectively limits the overutilization of channel resources which in turn results in high throughput, low delay and low
packet loss rate for all admitted flows.
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1. Introduction

Recent advances in wireless network communications have
lead to the development of Wireless Mesh Networks
(WMNs) [1–3], a promising technology that has the poten-
tial to provide wireless services in locations where there is
currently little or no infrastructure. In WMNs, a collection
of wireless mesh routers, usually employing IEEE 802.11-
based commodity hardware operating in ad hoc mode,
provides network access to the wireless clients. However,
communications between mesh routers are realized by radio
transmissions usually in a multihop fashion. One or more
mesh routers in the network are connected to the Internet
and serve as gateways to provide Internet connectivity for the
entire mesh network. The existence of a wireless backhaul
provides many advantages for mesh networks like market
coverage, scalability, and low upfront cost.

As WMNs grow in popularity with numerous public
and private deployments [4–6], the demand for multimedia
services, such as Voice over IP (VoIP), Video on Demand
(VoD), and interactive gaming, along with traditional data
services is also increasing rapidly. These real-time services
have stringent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g.,

low packet loss ratio and delay) for effective communication
as compared to best-effort services that are tolerant to
changes in bandwidth and delay [7–11]. In spite of the
multiple advantages, it is fairly difficult to maintain a
desired level of QoS for multimedia applications in a
multihop network like WMN. This is attributed to many
factors [1–3]: (a) unlike wired networks, the devices in
mesh networks communicate via radio transmissions and
hence, packet losses can occur due to error prone nature
of wireless channel; (b) the interference among concurrent
wireless transmissions either on a multihop path (intraflow
interference) or on multiple paths in proximity (inter-flow
interference) have an adverse impact on the performance
of real-time flows. We have demonstrated the results of
this impact using simulations in Section 2. Therefore, while
designing algorithms for wireless mesh networks, one should
take into account both the intraflow and the inter-flow
interference among wireless links.

The current modus operandi of QoS provisioning in
wired networks is not directly applicable to WMNs because
of the differing nature of wired and wireless networks.
Since WMNs share common characteristics with the ad hoc
networks, the QoS solutions designed for ad hoc networks
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can be applied to WMNs. Nevertheless, the static nature of
mesh routers and the mobile nature of client nodes implies
that the solutions for ad hoc networks may not be suitable
for WMNs. More specifically, new solutions incorporating
special characteristics of WMNs need to be developed.

Generally, wireless networks have limited bandwidth
resources and due to the shared nature of the wireless
medium, communication from one node may use the
bandwidth resources of the neighboring nodes which in turn
leads to overutilization of resources [12–14]. Therefore, it
is critical to employ admission control for the provisioning
of QoS guaranteed services in wireless networks because it
can avoid the system resources from being overused. In this
paper, we propose an admission control algorithm known
as Interference-Aware Admission Control (IAC) for single
channel wireless mesh networks. IAC takes into account
both the intraflow and inter-flow interference effect to make
admission decisions. Therefore, a new flow is admitted only
if there is enough local and neighboring bandwidth resources
to support the flow. Thereby, IAC ensures that the shared
resources are not overused and preserves the QoS of all
admitted flows. The main contributions of this paper are
given as follows.

(i) We propose a dynamic, distributed admission control
algorithm which adapts to the traffic conditions
and takes into consideration the available bandwidth
information of interfering neighbors in making
admission decisions.

(ii) We present a threshold-based scheme known as dual-
threshold to mitigate the overhead caused by the
bandwidth information exchanges while guarantee-
ing a desired level of QoS for all admitted flows
in the network. The scheme also ensures that the
channel resources are efficiently utilized. We call this
optimized version of IAC algorithm as IAC/O.

(iii) We propose two novel approaches for available
bandwidth allocation and ensure that the shared
wireless bandwidth is not overutilized and the quality
of all existing flows are preserved.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we discuss the motivations behind our work by
stressing the necessity of a minimum overhead admission
control in multihop networks. In Section 3, we discuss the
related work for admission control in wired and wireless
networks. Section 4 addresses the design of the proposed
admission control algorithm in detail. In Section 5, we
discuss the implementation of the proposed algorithm in
the context of AODV routing protocol [15]. In Section 6,
we present an analysis of the deterministic and adaptive
dual-threshold scheme. Simulation results and their analysis
are discussed in Section 7. In Section 8, we present the
discussions and future enhancements. Finally, Section 9
concludes this paper.

2. Example andMotivation

In mesh networks, due to the shared nature of the wireless
medium, nodes compete for channel bandwidth not only
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Figure 1: 4 × 4 Grid simulation topology. three flows, 1: (2-3), 2:
(6-7), 3: (14-15), are established.

with the neighbors in their communication range but also
with the nodes in their carrier sensing range. As a result, the
shared channel bandwidth can be easily overutilized which
in turn affects the quality of the existing flows. To capture the
available bandwidth of the wireless network accurately [12],
we need to consider two types of bandwidth: local available
bandwidth and neighbor available bandwidth. Local available
bandwidth is the amount of spare bandwidth observed
by the given node whereas neighbor available bandwidth
is the amount of spare bandwidth that a given node can
consume without affecting the quality of the existing flows
in its transmission and carrier sensing range. Therefore,
the amount of bandwidth available for a given node is the
minimum of the local available bandwidth and neighbor
available bandwidth. To further illustrate the importance
of the local and neighbor available bandwidth in wireless
networks, we show a simple simulation using Ns2(v2.29)
[16] as follows.

2.1. Example. As shown in Figure 1, we used a grid topology
of 16 mesh nodes. The MAC layer protocol is IEEE 802.11
CSMA/CA with 250m radio transmission range and 550m
carrier sensing range. The bandwidth of the wireless channel
is set to 2Mb/s. Three CBR flows (1, 2, 3) of 545Kb/s are
established between nodes 2 and 3, nodes 6 and 7, and
nodes 14 and 15, respectively. Nodes 2 and 14 are the direct
and carrier sensing neighbors of node 6 whereas nodes 2
and 14 are out of the contention range. Each flow requires
about 46.5% of the channel bandwidth due to the MAC
layer (RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK handshake) overhead [13, 17].
At time t = 1 second, node 2 initiates flow 1 to node 3. At t =
2 seconds, node 6 initiates flow 2 to node 7. Finally, at time
t = 3 seconds, node 14 initiates flow 3 to node 15. Figures 2
and 3 shows, respectively, the throughput and delay of each
flow over time. The results of the performance evaluation can
be explained as follows: nodes 2 and 6 are direct neighbors
and hence, after flow 1 starts, the local available bandwidth
at these nodes is reduced to 53.5% of channel bandwidth.
Since node 6 is a direct and carrier sensing neighbor of nodes
2 and 14, initiation of flow 2 consumes the bandwidth of
nodes 2, 6, and 14. This reduces the local available bandwidth
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Figure 2: Throughput of three flows (1, 2, 3) versus time. RTS/CTS
mechanism is enabled.
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Figure 3: Delay of three flows (1, 2, 3) versus time. RTS/CTS
mechanism is enabled.

for these nodes to 7%, 7%, and 53.5% of channel bandwidth,
respectively. At time t = 3 seconds, node 14 admits the flow 3
for any one of the following reasons: (a) an admission control
protocol is not employed; (b) an admission control protocol
is employed. However it only considers the local available
bandwidth (53.5% of channel bandwidth) and not the
neighbor available bandwidth (7% of channel bandwidth).
What will happen if node 14 admits the flow f3? The local
available bandwidth of node 6 (7%) is much less than the
consumption of flow 3 (46.5%). Therefore, when node 14
starts flow 3, the contention from it actually decreases the
throughput of flow 2 by 8% (see Figure 2) and increases the
delay of flow 2 from 0.05 s to 0.45 s (see Figure 3). Since the
real-time flows have stringent QoS requirements (for e.g., the
delay for an acceptable VoIP flow should be less than 200ms
according to the ETSI recommendation [7–9] and the loss
rate should be no more than 1%), it is easy to conclude that
the increased delay (0.05 s to 0.45 s) and reduced throughput
of flow 2 will have an adverse impact on the perceived quality
of the flow.

2.2. Motivation. To preserve the quality of existing flows in a
multihop network like WMN, one should take into account

two kinds of interference: intraflow interference and inter-
flow interference. (Inter-flow interference is the interference
caused when the nodes on the adjacent path contend with
each other for the channel bandwidth (for e.g., flows 2 and 3
in Figure 1), whereas intraflow interference is the interference
caused when the nodes on the path of the same flow contend
with each other for the channel bandwidth.) Though our
work is closely related to [12], the major difference of
the proposed algorithm, IAC, stems from mitigating the
overhead caused by the bandwidth information exchanges
seen in CACP [12],MARIA [18] while guaranteeing a desired
level of QoS for all admitted flows in the network. The issue is
so important because the exchanges of information proposed
in [12] or [18] may cause high overhead in the network and
in turn consume a part of the bandwidth available for data
transmission. To achieve the objective of reducing overhead,
we propose novel dual-threshold scheme and event-driven
message exchange to share the bandwidth information in the
neighborhood, which indeed is the motivation behind this
work.

3. RelatedWork

In this section, we discuss several existing admission control
algorithms in the area of wired, ad hoc, and wireless mesh
networks. Traditional approaches like IntServ/RSVP and
DiffServ [11] for QoS provisioning on the internet do
not work well for wireless networks due to the inherent
distinctions between the wired and wireless networks. For
example, these approaches fail to address the challenges
involved in estimating the available bandwidth required by
the flow in a shared wireless medium. INSIGNIA [19] and
SWAN [20] are both protocols that provide QoS guarantees
by controlling the traffic in ad hoc network. INSIGNIA
relies on in-band signaling by piggybacking the control infor-
mation on data. This in-band signaling allows INSIGNIA
to quickly reestablish flow state when topology changes
occur. SWAN, an alternative to INSIGNIA, is characterized
by its improved scalability. Here, the per-flow information
is not stored in the intermediate nodes and therefore the
protocol avoids complex signaling which makes the system
more simple and scalable. However, the downside of both
these schemes is that neither takes into account the fact
that the communication from one node may consume the
resources of the neighboring nodes in addition to its local
resources.

TAC [21] and AAC-AODV [22] implement flow admis-
sion control based on intraflow interference. However, both
these schemes do not give enough attention to inter-flow
interference and thus, fail to estimate the neighbor available
bandwidth. In [23, 24], the authors rely on interference-
capacity model to design an admission control algorithm
for VOIP calls in mesh network. The algorithm performs
admission control by monitoring the number of calls and
determines whether the maximum capacity is reached.
When the call limit reaches the maximum, the admission
controller will reject further call requests. However, the
approach fails to consider the load in the network. Since
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the degree of interference caused by each node depends on
the traffic carried by the flow, merely monitoring the calls
can fail to accurately model the interference and can lead
to erroneous admission decisions. Additionally, the authors
use the interference-capacity model obtained from a chain
topology to achieve call admission control in generic random
topology. However, such approximation schemes cannot
accurately model the inter-flow and intraflow interference
in a mesh network and thus can lead to admission of calls
beyond the network capacity. In [25], authors propose an
admission control algorithm for multiconstrained, multi-
level QoS routing in wireless mesh networks. Their design
employs two phases, the QoS performance index estimation
phase, and multilevel QoS and GoS resource management
phase to efficiently manage the resources among existing and
new flows.

In MARIA [18], the authors characterize interference in
wireless mesh networks using the well-known conflict graph
based model. In this approach, the nodes exchange their flow
information periodically using high power HELLO messages
to determine their remaining available bandwidth based on
the maximum clique constraints. The main drawback of
MARIA is that these periodic exchanges of information using
extended power cause high overhead in the network and in
turn consume a part of the bandwidth available for data
transmission. CACP [12] addresses admission control for
ad hoc networks and factors both the effect of intraflow
and inter-flow interference. Nonetheless, CACP has the
following drawbacks: (a) CACP supports only source routing
protocols like DSR [26]; (b) CACP determines the available
bandwidth of all the nodes within the transmission and
carrier sensing range by sending a query message to these
nodes. If any node that receives the query does not have
enough resources to support the flow, it sends a rejection
message. This query process is performed on a hop-by-
hop basis during the route discovery phase. However, this
process is time consuming and imposes a high message
overhead in the network which in turn consumes a part of the
bandwidth available for data packet delivery [14]. PAC [14]
performs admission control by relying on a passive approach
to determine the available bandwidth at the interfering
neighbors. Although, this approach has lower overhead,
the process of estimating available bandwidth is conser-
vative. Additionally, PAC does not give enough attention
to intraflow interference. As opposed to these approaches,
in [27], authors present a statistical connection admission
control framework to estimate the network resource for a
pair of ingress-egress nodes and make admission decision
based on this estimated result. Their approach ensures a low
signalling overhead-based admission control algorithm for
wireless networks.

Some other notable works in the area of admission
control algorithm in multihop networks are [28–31]. In
the area of admission control algorithms for multichannel
wireless networks [28, 30], for instance authors in [28]
propose a QoS routing for multiradio multichannel IEEE
802.11 wireless mesh networks. To enhance the throughput,
they further present a new routing metric to select the
most efficient route among all feasible ones. In [29], authors

explore the problem of admission control and scheduling
of flows in multi-hop WiMAX networks. In particular, they
propose efficient heuristic algorithms for scheduling flows in
a centrally scheduled multi-hopWiMAX network. Finally, in
[31] authors propose an integrated admission control and
routing mechanism for multirate wireless mesh networks.
They discuss a DCSPT method for available bandwidth
estimation, based on dual carrier sensing with parallel
transmission awareness and introduce a packet probing-
based available bandwidth estimation method, suitable for
legacy device implementations. These techniques are further
integrated in an admission control mechanism designed
for a hop-by-hop routing protocol (LUNAR), enabling
alternate route identification when shortest paths are con-
gested.

4. Design of Interference-Aware Admission
Control Algorithm (IAC)

As emphasized before, the main objective of IAC is to miti-
gate the overhead involved in estimating available bandwidth
information at each interfering neighbor seen in existing
literatures such as CACP [12],MARIA [18]. For this purpose,
IAC requires each node locally to estimate the channel
utilization ratio and then to compare with the threshold
to determine whether the current channel utilization has
exceeded the minimum permissible threshold. If exceeded,
each node is required to compute the available bandwidth
and broadcast this information to all the interfering nodes.
IAC requires all the receiving nodes to buffer these broadcasts
and as a result, when a new flow request arrives at each
node, it locally determines whether the incoming flow can be
accepted by comparing the new flow requirement with the
buffered bandwidth information.

In this sequel, initially we discuss how to determine the
local and neighbor available bandwidth of a given node.
Then, we focus on the design of the proposed algorithm, IAC
and several challenges associated with the design of IAC.

4.1. Estimation of Local Available Bandwidth. As mentioned
in Section 2, the local available bandwidth is defined as
the unused or spare bandwidth observed by a given node.
The most common way to measure the available bandwidth
(ρavail) is to determine the channel utilization (υ). Given ρ,
the total channel bandwidth, and υ, the channel utilization,
the available bandwidth (ρavail) is defined as [32]

ρavail = (1− υ)× ρ. (1)

Many techniques have been proposed for measuring the
channel utilization as given in [12, 14, 33]. In this paper, we
use the fraction of the busy time during every time period T
as an indication of the channel utilization at a node. A node
can easily detect the state of the channel as idle or busy by
monitoring the network activities since the IEEE 802.11 is
a CSMA-based MAC protocol, working on the virtual and
physical carrier sensing mechanisms. The wireless medium
around a node (the channel) is determined to be busy due
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to any of the following reasons: (a) transmitting or receiving
the packets by the node; (b) sensing a signal with strength
greater than carrier-sense threshold. Nonetheless, the node
cannot decode the contents of the message if it is within the
carrier-sensing range and outside the transmission range of
the sender; (c) the network allocation vector, (NAV), which
indicates the channel is busy due to activity of other nodes
[17].

We estimate the channel utilization, υ, as a fraction of
the time the channel is detected as busy due to transmission
or reception of packets or sensing (virtual or physical carrier
sensing) other packet transmissions. The channel utilization,
υ, and the local available bandwidth ρlocalavail are expressed as
follows:

υ = Tbusy

T
,

ρlocalavail = ρ× (1− υ),

(2)

where Tbusy is the amount of busy channel time monitored
by the node during every time period T .

Figure 4 depicts the channel utilization observed by the
nodes with respect to the simulation topology in Figure 1. It
can be observed from the figure that at time t = 2.9 seconds,
the channel utilization for node 6 is 92% and for node 14
is 46%. As a result, when node 14 admits the flow at time
t = 3 seconds, the channel utilization observed by node 6
reaches above 99% and therefore, QoS of flow 2 falls below
the desired level. From this observation, we can conclude that
channel utilization provides an accurate estimation of local
available bandwidth, ρlocalavail , at a given node.

4.2. Estimation of Neighbor Available Bandwidth. As dis-
cussed in Section 2, an admission control algorithm should
take into consideration both the local available bandwidth
and neighbor available bandwidth of a given node to
maintain the quality of all admitted flows in the net-
work. However, estimation of a node’s own local available
bandwidth cannot provide information about its neigh-
bor available bandwidth or the local available bandwidth
information of nodes in its transmission or carrier sensing
range. For example, as mentioned in Section 2, at time
t = 3 seconds, node 14 estimated its unused bandwidth
as 53.5%. On the other hand, node 14 does not know
the amount of bandwidth available at node 6 which is
7%. Therefore, the amount of bandwidth available for a
given node (ρnodeavail ) is the minimum of the local available

bandwidth (ρlocalavail ) and neighbor available bandwidth (ρ
neigh
avail ).

Consequently, we propose an active technique to attain the
local available bandwidth information of the nodes within
the transmission and carrier sense range of a particular
node. In active technique, nodes actively exchange their
local available bandwidth information between each other.
Since nodes cannot communicate directly with the nodes
in their carrier sense range, such information exchange is
done with high transmit power which in turn results in
high overhead [12]. Nonetheless, these active techniques
can provide accurate information about the local available
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3) versus time. RTS/CTS mechanism is used.

bandwidth of the interfering neighbors. Therefore, to com-
pensate for the overhead caused by the active technique, we
propose an optimized version of the IAC algorithm known
as Interference-Aware Admission Control Optimized (IAC/O)
that uses a threshold based approach for the exchange of
bandwidth related messages.

In IAC/O, each mesh node monitors the state of the
surrounding wireless medium to measure the channel uti-
lization. We denote the measured channel utilization as υc. It
is important to note that this process has little overhead since
the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol works on virtual and
physical carrier sensing [13, 17]. During every time period T ,
the node computes the fraction of busy channel time, Tbusy,
to determine the channel utilization, υc, where υc = Tbusy/T .

The IAC/O is a dual-threshold scheme relying on two
thresholds δυmin and δ

υ
max. δ

υ
min is the lower channel utilization

threshold whereas δυmax is the upper channel utilization
threshold. The following relationship exists between the
thresholds and the maximum channel utilization, 0 < δυmin <
δυmax < υ. We limit the maximum channel utilization of the
network to δυmax to avoid congestion due to overutilization
of the resources due to incorrect admissions. Therefore,
when the channel utilization exceeds δυmax, the nodes in the
interfering range set their available bandwidth to zero and
reject new flow requests. (Note that, if IAC depend only on
δυmax, then there is high probability for overutilization of the
resources due to incorrect admissions of flows. Thus to avoid
this situation, before reaching the maximum utilization IAC
requires the nodes to give a notification message to its
interfering neighors about their current channel utilization.
To achieve this objective, IAC requires a minimum threshold,
δυmin.)

As depicted in Figure 5, given the two thresholds δυmin
and δυmax, we divide the channel utilization into three ranges:
rl (lower range), rm (medium range) and rh (higher range).
Once the channel utilization υc, is determined, each node
compares υc with the thresholds, δυmin and δ

υ
max, to determine
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U = 0 U = δmaxU = δmin U = max

rl rm rh

Figure 5: Channel utilization ranges defined on the basis of
thresholds, δυmin and δυmax. When υc ∈ rm, the nodes are moderately
congested, whereas when υc ∈ rh, the nodes are completely
congested.

the range. Based on the range in which υc lies, the node
performs the following operations.

(i) υc ∈ rh (completely congested): in this range, the
following relationship exists between the thresholds
and the current channel utilization, δυmax ≤ υc ≤ υ.
Assume that node i’s channel utilization exceeded the
upper threshold δυmax, during time period T . Since
the channel utilization exceeded the upper threshold,
node i assigns the ρlocalavail to zero and broadcasts an
event message, bandwidth lost (bw lost), to all the
nodes in its transmission and carrier sensing range.
When the interfering neighbors of node i receive
the bw lost message, they decide their available
bandwidth (ρnodeavail ) as follows:

ρnodeavail

(
j
) = min

(
ρlocalavail

(
j
)
, ρ

neigh
avail (i) = 0

)
, ∀ j ∈ N , (3)

where N is the set of interfering neighbors of node i.
Since the interfering nodes in N do not have enough
available bandwidth to admit a new flow, the channel
will not be overused and accordingly, the quality of
all admitted flows will be preserved.

(ii) υc ∈ rm (moderately congested): in this range, the
following relationship exists between the thresholds
and the current channel utilization, δυmin ≤ υc <
δυmax. Suppose that during time period T , node i’s υc
exceeded the lower threshold, δυmin. When this occurs,
node i computes its available bandwidth, ρlocalavail , as
follows:

ρlocalavail (i) = ρ × (δυmax − υc
)

(4)

and broadcasts an event message, bandwidth critical
(bw critical), to all the nodes in its transmission
and carrier sensing range (i.e. interfering neighbors).
When the interfering neighbors of node i receive the
bw critical message, they record the local available
bandwidth information of node i and determines
their available bandwidth as follows:

ρnodeavail

(
j
) = min

(
ρlocalavail

(
j
)
, ρ

neigh
avail (k)

)

∀ j ∈ N ,∀k ∈M,
(5)

whereN andM are the set of interfering neighbors of

nodes i and j, respectively. ρ
neigh
avail (k) is the neighbor

available bandwidth of all interfering nodes of j
obtained via bw critical or bw lost message.

In order to make accurate decisions in this range, we
require the moderately congested nodes to exchange infor-
mation about the available bandwidth with their interfering
nodes. This information exchange can be either periodic
exchange or event-driven exchange. In the periodic exchange,
the bw critical message is sent to the interfering neighbors
every τ second provided that the current channel utilization
is within range rm. This approach has high overhead
and therefore to compensate for the overhead involved in
periodic message exchange, we employ the second approach
of information exchange known as event-driven. In this
approach, whenever the channel utilization changes to a new
value within the range rm, a bw critical message is sent to
the interfering neighbors. This scheme is accurate and has
lower overhead. Our simulation results also demonstrate that
event-driven exchange performs better when compared to
periodic exchange.

(i) υc ∈ rl (uncongested): In this range, the following
relationship exists between the thresholds and the
current channel utilization, 0 ≤ υc < δυmin. Since the
channel utilization is below the lower threshold, the
nodes do not exchange any bandwidth related infor-
mation with their interfering neighbors to reduce the
overhead.

In addition to the two event messages (bw critical and
bw lost), we employ a third message known as bandwidth
recover (bw recover). Assume that the channel utilization, υc,
exceeded δυmax or δυmin during time period T . In the next
time period, if υc falls below the lower threshold by Δ (i.e.,
υc < (δυmin − Δ)) a bw recover message is transmitted to
the interfering neighbors. As a result, bw recover message
prevents the system resources from being underutilized. The
threshold Δ is used to reduce the overhead associated with
the value of υc oscillating between the ranges. A smaller
Δ provides efficient channel utilization at the expense of
overhead. On the other hand, a larger Δ incurs low overhead
but may result in under-utilization of channel resources.
Therefore, while designing Δ, we need to carefully maintain
a tradeoff between overhead and channel utilization.

It is important to note that the event messages are
exchanged only when the channel utilization exceeds the
threshold δυmin and hence, IAC/O has less overhead compared
to the active techniques discussed in [12]. Algorithm 1
summarizes the estimation of neighbor available bandwidth.

In the following sections, we present several challenges
encountered while implementing IAC/O algorithm and
discuss solutions for each.

4.3. Model for Neighbor Communication. In a CSMA-based
MAC protocol [13, 17], the carrier sensing range of wireless
nodes is typically larger than their transmission range. Nodes
that are outside the transmission range but within the carrier
sensing range can sense packet transmissions; however, they
are unable to interpret the contents of the packet. Therefore,
direct communication is ineffective for sharing bandwidth
information with such nodes.
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# Initialize State to true.
State= true;
if (υc < δυmin) then

if (State= true) then
do nothing;

else
# State is equal to false
if ((υc + Δ) ≤ δυmin) then

State= true;
send bw recover();

end if
end if

else
if (υc ≥ δυmin and υc < δυmax) then

State= false;
ρlocalavail = ρ × (δυmax − υc);
send bw critical (ρlocalavail );

else
if (υc ≥ δυmax and υc ≤ υ) then

State= false;
ρlocalavail = 0;
send bw lost (ρlocalavail );

end if
end if

end if

Algorithm 1: IAC/O: Estimation of ρ
neigh
avail .

Several methods for communicating with carrier sensing
neighbors have been discussed in [12, 14]. In IAC/O,
we employ the high transmit power approach presented
in [12] for sharing bandwidth related information. This
technique relies on a high transmission power to broadcast
the bandwidth related event messages (bw critical, bw lost,
bw recover) to the nodes within the transmission and carrier
sensing range. Using this high transmit power approach,
all nodes within the interfering range of the sender node
are contacted. It is not hard to deduce that these high
power messages may incur high interference as opposed
to data transmission with normal power. However, it is
important to note that, this high transmit power approach
does not induce much overhead in IAC/O due to the
following reasons. (a) Event messages are exchanged only
when the channel utilization exceeds the threshold. For
example, when υc exceeds δυmax, a bw lost message is
sent to the interfering nodes to inform them about the
available bandwidth resources. Therefore, transmitting an
event packet is an infrequent event as opposed to the data
transmission. (b) Event messages are broadcast packets.
Therefore, a single message from the sender node will reach
all the nodes within the transmission and carrier sensing
range of the sender.

4.4. Model for Available Bandwidth Allocation. As mentioned
in Section 4.2, during every time period T , each node
computes the current channel utilization υc and determines
whether υc has exceeded the thresholds δυmin and δυmax. If
the channel utilization has exceeded the thresholds, the

A BGC

FLow 1 FLow 2 FLow 3 FLow 4

55
0m

200 200 250

Figure 6: A simple topology. Nodes A, B, and G are interfering
neighbors of node C. Nodes A and G are the direct neighbors of
node C; node B is the carrier sensing neighbor of node C.

node computes the local available bandwidth and transmits
the corresponding event messages with this information
within its neighborhood using the mechanism described in
Section 4.3. In this section, we discuss the issue of sharing
the remaining bandwidth among the interfering neighbors
of a given node so that the channel resources are efficiently
utilized.

For example, consider the topology in Figure 6 and
the channel utilization observed by node C in Figure 7.
Figure 7(a) depicts the utilization of channel at time t −
1, when no flows are admitted in the network. Suppose
that at time t, three flows are admitted by nodes A, B
and C. Figure 7(b) depicts the current channel utilization
observed by node C at time t. However, after the initiation
of three flows, the utilization υc exceeded the lower threshold
δυmin. Consequently, node C computes the local available
bandwidth using (4) and broadcasts the event message,
bw critical, to nodes within its neighborhood. When the
interfering neighbors of node C (nodes A, B, and G) receive
the bw critical message, each node determines the available
bandwidth as given by (5). How should nodes A, B, C, and G
share the remaining bandwidth at node C so that the quality
of all the admitted flows are preserved? It is important to
note that we should take into account the issue of bandwidth
sharing only when υc is in the range rm. When υc ∈ rh, the
local available bandwidth is set as zero and hence, bandwidth
sharing need not be considered.

As discussed in previous sections, since the interfering
neighbors of a given node cannot communicate directly, the
sharing of available bandwidth is NOT a straight forward
process. Additionally, since the given node is unaware of
the number of carrier sensing neighbors, a fair sharing
of available bandwidth is not possible. In this section,
we discuss two unfair bandwidth allocation schemes: First
Come First Serve (FCFS) allocation and Maximum Channel
Utilization-based (MCU) allocation.
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(a) Channel Utilization at time (t − 1, t)
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(b) Channel Utilization at time (t, t + 1) after admitting flows by
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(c) FCFS Allocation scheme at time (t + 1, t + 2): Flow from Node
G admitted
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(d) Utilization-based Allocation sceme at time (t + 1, t + 2): Flow
from G not accepted.

Figure 7: Channel Utilization observed by node C during every
time period T. The channel bandwidth ρ(υ−δυmax) is reserved (R) to
avoid channel overutilization.

We present each of the following allocation schemes with
respect to the topology in Figure 6.

4.4.1. First Come First Serve (FCFS) Allocation. In this
approach, any interfering neighbor of a given node can
admit the flow if its available resources, ρnodeavail , satisfies
the bandwidth requirement of the flow. As an example,
suppose that at time t + 1, node G receives a new flow
request and determines whether ρnodeavail satisfies the bandwidth
requirement of the new flow. If enough resources are
available, node G will accept the new flow. Figure 7(c) shows
the channel utilization observed by node C after the initiation
of flow by node G. However, it is evident that there is no
fixed pattern of sharing the available bandwidth between one
or more flows. As discussed in previous sections, since the
carrier sensing neighbors may not be able to communicate
with each other, there is a high probability that one or more
flows are initiated simultaneously which can cause starvation
to the existing flows.

To compensate for this drawback of FCFS approach,
IAC/O design employs δυmax in dual-threshold scheme. We
have discussed in Section 4.2 that IAC/O requires each node
to limit the channel utilization to δυmax and the remaining
channel bandwidth ρ × (υ − δυmax) is reserved. Thus, even
though one or more flows are admitted concurrently, tuning
δυmax approximately can avoid channel overutilization.

4.4.2. Maximum Channel Utilization-Based Allocation
(MCU). In this approach, each node gets access to the
remaining channel bandwidth based on the channel
utilization history. In other words,

“The more the node utilizes the channel, the more the share
of the remaining available bandwidth”.

Figure 7(b) shows the state of the channel observed by
node C after the initiation of flows from node A, B, and C.
Hence, after the admission of flows from A, B and C, the
available channel bandwidth is reduced to ρ × (δυmax − υc).
For example, consider that during next time period t + 1,
each node (A, B, C, and G) receives a new flow request from
its corresponding application layer. In this scenario, we need
to determine how efficiently the remaining channel resources
can be shared among nodes A, B, C, andG so that the channel
is not overused.

Firstly, according to maximum channel utilization based
allocation (MCU) scheme, node G will not receive a share
of the remaining bandwidth since it has not utilized any
fraction of the channel resources in previous time slots. As
a result, node G rejects the new flow request.

Secondly, we have to determine how to allocate the
remaining bandwidth resources among nodes A, B, and C.
Since node C is unaware of the number of active carrier
sensing neighbors, a fair share of bandwidth is not possible.
However, each node is aware of the fraction of the bandwidth
resources it used during the previous time period T . As
an example, suppose that each flow from nodes A, B, and
C used ρused share of the total channel bandwidth ρ. Each
node computes the fraction of bandwidth consumption (x)
as follows:

x = ρused
ρ . (6)

Once x is determined, each node individually calculates the
remaining bandwidth share (ρnodeavail ) that can be consumed
without affecting the quality of existing flows. Suppose i is the
node that transmitted bw critical message to its interfering
range and the ρnodeavail of each interfering node in this approach
is expressed as follows:

ρnodeavail

(
j
) = min

(
ρlocalavail

(
j
)
, x × ρ

neigh
avail (i), ρ

neigh
avail (k)

)

∀ j ∈ N ,∀k ∈M − i,
(7)

whereN is the set of interfering neighbors of node i andM is
the set of interfering neighbors of node j. Figure 7(d) shows
the MCU scheme.

The upside of the scheme is that: (a) the remaining
bandwidth will not be subjected to an excessive amount of
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demand. Therefore, channel will never be overutilized; (b)
nodes that always have data to send are never deprived of an
opportunity to do so. However, the downside of the scheme
is that heavily loaded nodes (nodes A, B, and C) may hog the
remaining bandwidth and the new nodes (for, e.g., node G in
Figure 6) are never given an opportunity to transmit.

It is important to note that the upside of both schemes
rely on the difference between δυmax and δ

υ
min. The smaller the

difference, MCU-based allocation performs better because
the remaining bandwidth can be efficiently utilized without
subjecting to an excessive amount of demand. However,
the larger the difference, FCFS-based allocation scheme
performs better because of the following reasons: (i) all
nodes get a chance to transmit as opposed to MCU based
scheme; (ii) even though one or more flows are admitted
simultaneously, the overutilization of channel can still be
avoided.

5. Algorithm Implementation

In this section, we present the implementation of IAC/O
algorithm in the context of the AODV [15] routing protocol.
However, the concepts under discussion can be applied to
other multihop routing protocols [26] as well. Our main
contributions in this section are the following.

(i) computation of bandwidth requirement of a flow.

(ii) Estimation of intraflow interference.

(iii) Implementation of IAC/O.

5.1. Computation of Bandwidth Requirement of a Flow (ρreq).
In this section, we present the scheme for computation of the
bandwidth requirement of a new flow so that the admitting
node can determine whether its available bandwidth can
support this new flow. Initially, the data rate of the appli-
cation must be converted into the corresponding channel
bandwidth requirement. In this process, the medium access
control and network layer overhead should be taken into
account. For IEEE 802.11 MAC using RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK
handshake [13, 17], the transmission time of each data
packet, Tdata, can be determined as follows:

Tdata = Trts + Tcts +
S

ρ
+ Tack + Tdifs + 3Tsifs (8)

where, S is the size of the data packet including the MAC
and IP header length, Trts,Tcts and Tack represent the time
for transmitting RTS, CTS, and ACK packets, respectively.
Tsifs and Tdifs denote the interframe spaces SIFS and DIFS,
respectively. ρ is the channel bandwidth.

If the application at the sending node generates N
packets per second, then its corresponding bandwidth
requirement (ρreq) can be expressed as follows:

ρreq = N × Tdata × ρ. (9)

5.2. Estimation of Intraflow Interference. In multihop net-
works, we should take into account the interference caused

A 250 B 250 C 250 D 250 E F
Source Destination

Figure 8: Example 1: A is the source and F is the destination. The
carrier sensing range of node A is shown as shaded area. In this
topology all nodes are equally spaced at 250m apart.

when the nodes on the path of same flow contend with
each other for the channel bandwidth, known as intraflow
interference [3]. To understand the significance of intraflow
interference, consider the multihop path in Figure 8. Here
all nodes are equally spaced at 250m apart. The shaded area
represents node A’s carrier sensing range and the dashed
circles represent each node’s transmission range. In Figure 8,
node B is the direct neighbor and node C is the carrier
sensing neighbor of node A. Thus, nodes A, B and C cannot
transmit a flow at the same time. Hence, the number of nodes
that interfere with each node’s transmission in a multihop
path is called as contention count and denoted as Nc. In
Figure 8, the contention count at node A is 2. Therefore, the
bandwidth consumption of the flow, ρc, at each node i can be
expressed as follows [12]:

ρc(i) = Ni
c × ρreq. (10)

Generally, the computation of contention count is not
a straight forward process. Some of the earlier works [21,
22] computed Nc by taking into consideration that the
carrier sensing range is approximately twice the size of
the transmission range and hence, the number of two-
hop neighbors on the path can be used to approximate
Nc. However, we show that this approximation can not be
applied to all cases. For example, consider the topology
shown in Figure 9. We modify the transmission distance
between each node so that node A’s carrier sensing range now
includes nodes B, C, D and E. In this case, the contention
count at node A is 4 which is clearly higher than the number
of two-hop neighbors.

Note: We do not include destination in the contention
count computation, because the destination node only
passively receives traffic and hence does not contribute to
channel contention. For example, in Figure 9, the contention
count at node C is only 4 (Nodes A, B, D, and E).

We can estimate Nc in a multihop environment, if
some location information of nodes could be distributed
in the network during route discovery phase. For example,
each node may append its location information in the
route discovery packets before forwarding them. Given the
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A 60 60B 200200 200C D E F
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Figure 9: Example 2: A is the source node and F is the destination
node. The carrier sensing range of node A is shown as shaded area.
Here, the transmission distance between the nodes AB, BC, CD,
DE, and EF are modified as 60m, 200m, 60m, 200m, and 200m,
respectively.

location information of each node in the packet, Nc can be
determined as given in Algorithm 2.

The drawback of this approach is that the length of
the message increases with the number of hops which in
turn increases the packet transmission time. However, it is
important to note that the route discovery process is initiated
only when a node has data to send, which is a much rarer
event as opposed to the data transmission itself.

5.3. Implementation of IAC/O. In previous sections, we
discussed on estimating available bandwidth at each node
by taking into account the effect of inter-flow and intraflow
interference. In this section, we focus on setting up a
bandwidth aware end-to-end route between a source and
destination pair. In other words, the proposed approach
ensures that each node on the selected path has enough
available bandwidth to support the new flow from source
node. We discuss the algorithm implementation in the
context of AODV routing protocol.

5.3.1. Route Discovery in AODV. In AODV, when a source
has data to send to an unknown destination, it broadcasts
a Route Request (RREQ) for that destination [3, 15]. At
each intermediate node, when a RREQ is received, a route
to the source is created and stored. Each receiving node
rebroadcasts the RREQ, if: (a) it has not received this RREQ
before; (b) it is not the destination; (c) it does not have a
current route to the destination. If the receiving node is the
destination or has a fresh route to the destination, it generates
a Route Reply (RREP). The RREP is unicast in a hop-by-
hop fashion to the source. As the RREP propagates, each
intermediate node also records the route to the destination.
When the source receives the RREP, it records the route to the
destination and can begin sending data. If multiple RREPs
are received by the source node, the route with the smallest
metric is chosen.

# Ni
c ← contention count of each Node i;

# Snode ← set of nodes that marked the packet with location;
# CSR← carrier sensing range;
# ID( j)← ID of node j;
# Dist(i, j)← Distance between node i and j;
Ni

c ← 0
for all j ∈ Snode do

if Dist(i, j) ≤ CSR & ID( j) /= Destination then
Ni

c ← Ni
c + 1

else
do nothing;

end if
end for

Algorithm 2: IAC/O: Estimation of Nc of each node.

5.3.2. QoS-Aware Route Discovery. To facilitate QoS provi-
sioning, we add the following fields to RREQ and RREP
packets of the AODV protocol.

(i) ρreq: bandwidth requirement of the new flow as
calculated by the source node.

(ii) Location list: each node appends its location in the
route discovery packets.

When the source node receives a new flow request, it
broadcasts the RREQ message. Besides the original fields in
RREQ, the route request now also contains the bandwidth
requirement of the new flow (ρreq) and the location of the
source node. When each intermediate node receives the
route request, it performs admission control by determining
whether the node has enough resources (ρnodeavail ) to support
the new flow. Note that since the nodes do not have any
information about the contention count, they compare the
required bandwidth of the flow, ρreq, with the available
resources, ρnodeavail . If the bandwidth request is smaller than the
available resources, the receiving node appends its location
information and rebroadcasts the request. Otherwise, the
node will drop the request. As the RREQ propagates, each
node performs similar operations.

When the destination node receives RREQ, it sends a
route reply back to the source along that route. Besides
the original fields of RREP, the reply message contains the
bandwidth requirement of the new flow and the location id
of all the nodes in the path between source and destination.
As mentioned before, the location of the nodes is used to
determine the contention count of each node in a multihop
path (see Algorithm 2). As the RREP propagates, each node
along the path computes the contention count using the
location list and determines whether the available bandwidth
of the node, ρnodeavail , can satisfy the bandwidth consumption
of the flow, ρc. If there are enough resources at the node,
the RREP is forwarded to the next hop. At the same time,
a soft reservation for bandwidth is set up at the node when
RREP propagates back to the source node. On the other
hand, if there are not enough resources at the node, a failure
message is forwarded along the path towards the destination.
Thus, the soft reservations of bandwidth along the route
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are explicitly taken apart when nodes receives the failure
message. Finally, when the RREP arrives at the source node,
enough end-to-end bandwidth has been reserved and the
flow can start. Thus, admission control is completed only
when RREP propagates back to the source node. Note that
unlike in AODV, we require that only the destination node
can generate an RREP and not the intermediate nodes.
Hence, when the source node receives the RREP, it can ensure
that enough resources are allocated end-to-end between the
source and destination nodes. Moreover, due to the change of
wireless channel condition or network topology, if any node
along the established route(s) detects that QoS requirements
can not be maintained, that node must send an QoS Lost
message as seen in AODV-QoS [34] to inform the source
nodes about the unmaintainable flows. The corresponding
source nodes have to reinitiate new flow requests.

Since each node has the information of the available
bandwidth at its interfering neighbors, we can clearly see
that the admission control algorithm admits a flow without
starving the existing flows in the neighborhood.

6. Analysis of Dual-Threshold Scheme

In this section, we discuss two variants of dual-threshold
scheme known as deterministic and adaptive dual-threshold
scheme. Since the lower channel utilization threshold has a
significant role in IAC/O, in both schemes, we set δυmax to
a predetermined value and focus on the estimation of δυmin.
In this paper, we tune δυmax to 90%. This is because it is
shown in [35] that when the network utilization exceeds 95%
(with RTS/CTS enabled) or 90% (without RTS/CTS) the
throughput drops quickly and the delay variation increase
dramatically. Clearly, this point is the optimal operating
point that we should tune the network to work around,
where the throughput is maximized and the delay and delay
variation are small.

6.1. Deterministic Dual-Threshold Scheme. In deterministic
dual-threshold scheme, we set both the thresholds δυmin and
δυmax to a predetermined value. Although, it is easier to
calculate the thresholds in this scheme, it is not adaptable to
the network state.

6.2. Adaptive Dual-Threshold Scheme. The main goal of the
adaptive scheme is to use historical data to identify trends
in channel utilization and predict future utilization in a
reasonably accurate fashion. Based on the estimated future
channel utilization, we adapt the lower threshold, δυmin. We
employ a kth-step linear predictor to estimate the future
channel utilization [36]. We define the following notations
used in estimation

(i) υ[n]: Channel utilization at time n.

(ii) p: Number of past measurements used for prediction.

The problem can be formulated as a linear prediction and
expressed as follows:

υ̂[n + k] =
p−1∑

a=0
υ[n− a]wn[a] =WT

n V[n]. (11)

# Assign δυmax to a predetermined value;
Given p,WT

n , estimate the future channel utilization
(υ̂) as given in equation (11);
If υ̂ > δυmax then

δυmin = υc
# send bw critical message.

else
do nothing;

end if

Algorithm 3: IAC/O: Adaptive estimation of δυmin.

In (11), the right side are the past samples and the prediction
coefficients, WT

n and the left side represents the predicted
values. The prediction coefficients are time varying and
updated by minimizing the mean square error ζ where

ζ = E
[
e2[n]

]
(12)

V[n],Wn, and e[n] are defined as follows:

V[n] = [υ[n], υ[n− 1], . . . , υ[n− p + 1]]T

Wn = [wn[0],wn[1], . . . ,wn[p − 1]]T

e[n] = υ[n + k]− υ̂[n + k].

(13)

On the basis of e[n], the prediction coefficients are updated
to reduce the error. The coefficient update relation is
expressed as follows:

Wn+1 =Wn + μe[n]V[n], (14)

where μ is the constant step size [36] that controls the
amount of information used to update each coefficient.

Estimation of δυmin. During every time period T , each node
computes the current channel utilization and determines
the future channel utilization, υ̂, as given by (11). Once
the future utilization is predicted, our algorithm determines
whether υ̂ exceeds the upper utilization threshold, δυmax. If
the predicted utilization is greater than the upper threshold,
the node may send a bw critical message to all the nodes
within its contention range with the available bandwidth set
to ρ × δυmax − υc. Algorithm 3 summarizes the estimation of
δυmin.

7. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of IAC/O in
terms of throughput, delay and packet loss rate for VoIP calls.
Through simulations, we demonstrate that IAC/O maintains
the quality of all accepted traffic flows in the network.

7.1. Simulation Parameters. We use ns2(v2.29) [16] to
evaluate the performance of IAC/O. The network topology
consists of 25 mesh nodes randomly located in a 1500m ×
1500m area. In the simulations, traffic sources are modeled
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Table 1: IEEE 802.11 System Parameters.

Slot time 20μs

SIFS 10μs

DIFS 50μs

Phy Header 192 bits

MAC Header 224 bits

PLCP Data Rate 1Mb/s
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Figure 10: Throughput of six flows versus time when no admission
control algorithm is employed. RTS/CTS mechanism is used.

as CBR flows.We consider an ITU-TG.711 codec packetizing
10ms of audio data in 80 bytes of payload (data rate of
64 Kbps) [7]. The MAC layer protocol is IEEE 802.11 with
250m radio transmission range and 550m carrier sensing
range. The bandwidth of the wireless channel is set to 2Mb/s.
In Table 1, we provide the IEEE 802.11 system parameters
used for our simulation.

Following the work in [35], we tune the upper utilization
threshold δυmax to 90% and 10% for Δ. We also used a time
period of 500ms to monitor the channel utilization.

7.2. Performance Results

7.2.1. Throughput of Flows. In this scenario, we established
six calls (or flows) between random pairs of source and
destination with an interarrival time of 10 s. Figure 10 depicts
the throughput of the six calls in the absence of admission
control. The graph illustrates that as the simulation pro-
gresses and more calls are accepted, the channel is overused
and the throughput of the calls (flows 2 and 4) starts
degrading. Two observations can be made from Figure 10:
(a) At time t = 40 seconds, when the sender node admits
flow 4, the throughput of the flow 2 degrades by 33%; (b)
At time t = 50 seconds, when the sender node admits the
flow request 5, the throughput of the flow 4 degrades by
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Figure 11: Throughput of five flows versus time when IAC/O is
employed. RTS/CTS mechanism is used.
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Figure 12: Delay of six flows versus time when no admission
control algorithm is employed. RTS/CTS mechanism is used.

30%. This is because the nodes along the path of flow 2 and
flow 4 do not have enough resources to support the new
flow requests 4 and 5, respectively and hence, the contention
from these flows degraded the throughput of flows 2 and 4.
Figure 11 shows the throughput of the calls in the presence
of IAC/O. Two observations can be deduced: (a) the number
of calls admitted in the network is reduced to five; (b) the
throughput for all the calls are maintained at a constant
value. This is because at time t = 40 seconds, IAC/O rejects
call request 4, when it finds that the neighbors of call 4 do
not have enough resources to support the call.

7.2.2. Delay and Packet Loss Rate of Flows. In this scenario,
we demonstrate the delay of calls both in the absence and
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Figure 13: Delay of six flows versus time when IAC/O is employed.
RTS/CTS mechanism is used.

presence of admission control algorithm. From Figure 12, we
can see that after time t = 50 seconds, the delay of calls 2 and
4 is increased sharply to 0.8 s and 1.4 seconds, respectively. As
discussed before, since the delay for an acceptable VoIP flow
is less than 200ms according to ETSI recommendation, the
delay experienced by calls 2 and 4 can have an adverse effect
on the quality of calls. In contrast to the poor performance in
the absence of admission control, IAC/O performs admission
control to provide better service. Figure 11 shows the delay
of calls 1 to 3 and 5 to 6. We can observe that the delay is
extremely small (less than 0.1 s) for all the admitted calls.
The reason for this improvement is similar to that explained
in previous section. Table 2 shows the packet loss rate of
each call both in the absence and presence of admission
control algorithm. It can be observed from Table 2 that the
packet loss rate is 0% for all admitted calls in the presence
of IAC/O. The smaller delay, lower packet loss rate and
constant throughput demonstrate that IAC/O can be used
for networks to maintain real-time traffic applications, such
as VoIP or VoD.

7.2.3. Periodic and Event Driven Message Exchange. In this
scenario, we compare the performance of periodic and
event-driven exchanges with the case where “no exchange”
algorithm is employed. The time interval (τ) between two
consecutive exchanges in periodic scheme is tuned to 1
second. From Table 3, two observations can be inferred. (a)
As compared to the case where “no exchange” is employed,
both periodic and event-driven exchanges performed better.
In “no exchange” scenario, the nodes do not transmit any
bandwidth related information within their transmission
and carrier sensing range and as a result, the nodes will
admit the new flow requests which in turn affects the
quality of the existing flows. (b) The performance of the
periodic exchange is decreased when compared to the event-
driven exchange. This is because in periodic exchange scheme
nodes exchange their flow information periodically using

Table 2: Packet Loss Rate (%) for each flow.

Call/Flow # w/o Admission Control IAC/O

1 0% 0%

2 21% 0%

3 0.2% 0%

4 53% N/A

5 0% 0%

6 0% 0%

Table 3: Packet Delivery Rate (%) for Periodic and Event Driven
Message Exchanges.

Information Exchange Schemes Packet Delivery Rate (%)

No Exchange 82%

Periodic Exchange 90.2%

Event-Driven Exchange 99.3%

high power at every 1 second. Consequently these periodic
exchanges using extended power cause high overhead in the
network and consume a part of the bandwidth which is
available for data transmission. Clearly, this also implies that
IAC/O can outperform existing schemes such as MARIA that
rely on high power periodic HELLO messages to convey the
bandwidth information in the neighborhood.

7.2.4. Sensitivity of Allocation Mechanisms to Thresholds.
In this section, we show the sensitivity of two allocation
schemes FCFS and MCU to varying values of thresholds. As
mentioned before, we reserve 10% of the maximum channel
utilization to avoid congestion or temporary fluctuations.
Hence, the upper utilization threshold is set to 90%.

Figures 14 and 15 depicts the performance of FCFS and
MCU-based allocation schemes for varying values of lower
utilization threshold, δυmin. It can be observed that when δυmin
is set to 50%, FCFS performed better by admitting five flows
as opposed to MCU that admitted only four flows. Since the
bw critical message is exchanged at δυmin = 50%, MCU rejects
flow requests 3 and 4 and reserves the remaining bandwidth
for flows 1 and 2. However, when δυmin is set to 80%, both
schemes showed poor performance. This is because the
large value of the threshold prevented the congested node
from sending the event message to its neighboring nodes
and hence, IAC/O started the new call 4 at time t = 40
seconds which in turn degraded the quality of existing flows.
Figure 15 shows the performance of allocation schemes for
δυmin = 70%. We can see that both schemes performed better
in this scenario. In Figure 16, we present the performance of
allocation schemes when adaptive δυmin is used. We employed
a kth-step linear predictor to estimate δυmin. For different
values of k, Figure 16 depicts the average throughput of
FCFS and MCU. It can be observed that when k = 1, both
FCFS and MCU schemes performed better. However, when
k = 2, FCFS showed better performance as opposed toMCU.
This is because after time t = 20 seconds, the estimated
future utilization exceeded δυmax and hence, the congested
node broadcasted a bw critical message with the available
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Figure 14: Average throughput of each flow for deterministic δυmin = 50%, 80% under FCFS- and MCU-based allocation.

bandwidth information (ρ(δυmax−υc)) to all the nodes within
its contention range. Since the MCU scheme reserves the
remaining bandwidth based on channel utilization, it rejects
new flow requests (flows 3 and 4) and allocates the remaining
bandwidth resources to flows 1 and 2. Even though the
deterministic threshold is simpler to compute, a series of
simulations is required to tune the threshold to a proper
value. Therefore, for better sharing of bandwidth resources,
we suggest to employ 1-step predictor for MCU and k-step
(k > 2) for FCFS scheme.

8. Discussions and FutureWork

In this section, we shed some light on the direction of our
future research by discussing several enhancements that can
be made to the proposed algorithm.

8.1. Impact of Mobility. In WMN, mobile clients rely on
static mesh routers to get access to the network. When a
mobile client moves from a mesh access point to another, it
switches its connectivity to the closest access point (called as
handoff). Since the handoff is not transparent to the nomadic
client, the new point of connection should be able to deliver
the required services to the client without any interruption.
However, when the access point accepts the traffic from a
mobile client, it should also guarantee that there are enough

resources to support the new flow and ensure that the
existing flows are not affected. One possible approach is to
allocate a share of the bandwidth for the traffic from mobile
clients. We can easily incorporate the proposed scheme into
IAC/O by intelligently tuning the two thresholds, δυmin and
δυmax. Our future work is to investigate the performance of
IAC/O algorithm in the presence of traffic flows frommobile
clients.

8.2. Multichannel Mesh Network. Interference among wire-
less links have a serious impact on the performance of
multi-hop wireless networks and hence, very few flows
can be admitted by the admission control algorithm to
avoid the overutilization of the shared channel resources.
However, prior works [2, 3, 37] have shown that using
multiple channels in the network can greatly improve
the throughput by reducing the inter-flow and intraflow
interference. For further work, we also plan to enhance the
proposed algorithm by employing multichannel, multiradio
in the network.

8.3. Flow Prioritization. At present, our algorithm is
designed in such a way that all kinds of traffic are admitted
with equal priority. In contrast to best-effort traffic, real-time
flows have stringent QoS requirements; hence, we require
the admission controller to prioritize the real-time traffic
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Figure 15: Average throughput of each flow for δυmin = 70% under
FCFS and MCU based allocation.

ahead of the best-effort traffic, if both flows arrive at the
same time. In other words, a priority should be assigned for
each kind of traffic (for, e.g., high priority for real-time traffic
and low priority for best-effort traffic). For future work, we
plan to extend the proposed algorithm by incorporating QoS
prioritization. For example, real-time traffic has stringent
QoS requirements when compared to best-effort traffic and
therefore, the admission control algorithm should assign
higher priority for real-time flows and lower priority for
best-effort traffic.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, we present IAC, an interference aware admis-
sion control algorithm for use in wireless mesh networks.
The core concept of IAC is to use a low overhead dual-
threshold based approach to share the bandwidth infor-
mation with the neighbors in the interfering range. As a
result, IAC guarantees that the shared wireless bandwidth
is not overutilized and the quality of all existing flows are
preserved. Moreover, IAC takes into account the intraflow
interference effect to estimate the bandwidth consumption
of the flow in a multihop path. We have also proposed
two approaches of bandwidth allocation, FCFS and MCU,
and demonstrated that proper tuning of thresholds can lead
to high performance of both schemes. Simulation results
illustrate that IAC effectively limits the overutilization of
channel resources which in turn results in high throughput,
low delay and low packet loss rate for all admitted flows. In
this work, we assume error-free wireless channel and plan to
extend IAC to perform admission control in the presence of
channel errors.
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